«More profit. Less effort.
Better customer service.»

Casy Hotel Management System

Ready for the digital future

Straight to the point

«Take the first step into the digitalfuture
of your business with CASY,
the modern, affordable, and easy-to-use
hotel management software.
»

www.casy.ch

The Company
«CASY uses real-world experience to deliver real-world solutions!»
Casy is an owner-managed software company specialising in
management software for 0-3* hotels, resorts, and holiday
lets.
The owners have managed their own hotel for more than 20
years and know first-hand what busy people in the hospitality
industry need to manage their businesses.
They began to develop CASY for their own use in-house and
eventually began to sell it to others in the industry. In 2014,
they decided to devote their entire attention to the CASY
hotel management software.
Headquartered in Locarno, Switzerland, CASY also has offices
in Zurich and Bern.
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Our Product
«Modular: You only pay for what you actually need.»
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The CASY hotel management software package is modular.
You design the CASY thatbest serves your needs.
CASY Front Desk, the core solution, can be expanded with all
sorts of usefuloptions. Beyond the hotel admin and
management functions proper, CASY also offers very popular
online sales options.

Your Advantages 1/2
«Cloud-based solution. You have access from anywhere in the world.»
CASY is a cloud-based solution. You do not need any additional
hardware to run it. You can access CASY from any location that
has internet access. It's as easy as pulling up a Google search
page.
CASY works with Windows, Mac, and Linux machines.
CASY runs on desktop computers, laptops, tablets, and
smartphones.
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Your Advantages 2/2
«Very easy to learn. A quick and efficient way to get your work done!»
CASY is simple to learn.
Support: We speak your language! CASY won't send you
around the world or keep you waiting for hours when you need
support. CASY support is located here in Switzerland and will
answer your questions in your language.
Thanks to our lean structures, CASY offers an extremely
competitive price-performance ratio, even by international
standards. CASY pays off within a short time!
 Detailed informations can be found at
www.casy.ch/software
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Holiday and Illness Coverage
«CASY customers benefit from this exclusive offer!»
If you use CASY, we can even handle your front desk tasks on a
temporary basis for as long as you like, so that you can take a
holiday or recover from an illness.
We can also set up dynamic pricing for your hotel for better
utilization of your capacity and higher yields and even the
entire online sales for your hotel. This is very easy to do
online, however, if necessary and whenever possible, we can
also be on site.
This saves training time and you gain timeto work with your
guests, while increasing the use of your rooms and yourhotel's
profits.
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Your Contact
«Better to face the digital future than burying your head in the sand.»
Make the move today and rely on CASY, the modern,
affordable, and easy-to-use hotel management software.
Make sure that you get your piece of the onlinebookings pie.
We know how.
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CASY Software Solutions
Rolando Vonlanthen
Via Bartolomeo Varenna 2
CH - 6600 Locarno, Switzerland

locarno@casy.ch or
zuerich@casy.ch or
bern@casy.ch

+41 (0)44 586 51 01
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